
CL-203 

Sales consultant 

I recently purchased the CL 203. You can use the below as my testimony. I also posted eham  

Best Tom Wright 

I am not a beginner in Ham Radio, as of a matter of fact, I have had my share of 42 Foot Booms supporting HF Bands, I 
have been a Ham operator for over 30 years 
 
There is no way I can spell out how pleased I am. The performance is simply beyond my expectations, what is also 
impressive is the ease of assembly, and mechanical design. 
 
Although only 3 Element on a 24 FT Boom, for 20 Meters (Mono Band), I can assure that the results truly outpace the 
size.. 
 
I guess the best way, is to simply here me on the air...! 
 
About the Specs, the usual F/B 23db, VSWR Flat for entire band (Although I selected Phone section). Mosley indicates 
8.5dbd forward gain...I can't verify this...But I can assure you it has the maximum gain that a 24 ft Boom can deliver! I am 
at 45Ft Tower 
 
When on the air it is simple to work DX, breaking pile ups of course..I On almost every DX Contact they are surprised of 
the antenna is only 24ft boom, and moreover only 45 Ft tower.. I don't know if there is any majic in the antenna, or 
simply a Mono bander is so much better than the multiband systems, I can just assure you, that it does exceed the norm 
 
The price for this antenna is more expensive when compared to the competition, but when you consider the 
performance, and the ease of assembly, and the mechanical robust design, it is really worth the extra bucks.. 
 
All the holes are pre drilled, elements are pre aligned...You can select Phone or CW. But note...I selected Phone, 
however CW portion SWR is totally fine well under 1:1.3 
 
See you on the air    

UPDATE: 

From: Tom Wright 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:35 PM 
Subject: Fwd: DE NN2X  

Hi Sales  

I have the CL 203, and thought you would be interested in my on line tests..What I did over the last several weeks, and is 
connect with a VK station (Australia) and have him compare US signals to mine (I am in Dallas).   

I don't know what or who originally design this antenna, but it is truly something very special...I am a Ham operator for 
30 years, and had my share of 42 foot boom quads, supporting 20, 17, 15 and 12 an10 Meters. Also plotted gains, and 
the rest of it.  

I had this VK station look up and down the spectrum, while I was transmitting, when comparing to other Hams in the US, 
I was the loudest signal by far...And when compared to Multibands, (Including Steppirs, Force 12, and the rest of them, 



no comparison what so ever, even with longer booms)  

I have to Audio clips of my signal down under, make no mistake about it, your antenna, is the best, and I just quantified 
my assumptions by comparing the US states side HF Systems. During this test, the VK station could barely here anyone 
from the US, regardless of Power Location, or antenna, Either I have a pipe line to all the DX, or maybe Dallas Texas has 
some slat water, or just your antenna is design well! I will take the ladder as fact.  

Great job, best antenna ever!  

Best  

Tom Wright, NN2X 

 


